Assessment of porous silicon substrate for well-characterised sensitive DNA chip implement.
A biochip approach based on porous silicon as substrate is presented. The goal is to enhance the sensitivity of the biochip by increasing the specific surface area on the support. The elaboration of porous silicon layers has been optimized to guarantee good accessibility for large bio-molecule targets. Oligonucleotide probes are synthesised directly on the surface using phosphoramidite chemistry. The high specific surface area of porous silicon allows the direct characterisation, by infrared spectroscopy, of the porous layer formation and the functionalisation steps. The monolayer grafting and derivatisation protocol is additionally characterized by wettability and fluorescence microscopy. The surface modification of porous layers (i.e. thermal oxidation and chemical derivatisation) ensures the stability of the structure against strong chemical reagents used during the direct oligonucleotide synthesis. Finally the protocol is successfully transferred to a flat Si/SiO(2) substrate, and validated by biological target specific recognition during hybridisation tests. In particular, radioactive measurements show a 10-fold enhancement of the oligonucleotide surface density on the porous silicon substrate compared to the flat thermal silica.